.: Mounting material

.: KLE-ROOF

Flat roofs

KLE-ROOF Base plate
Characterics:		
- QTY 50 pcs.

KLE-ROOF mounting systems for flat roofs:

Art. number:

Product details

Price:

78102709

KLE-ROOF Base plate Bitumen M10

€ 25,95

78102710

KLE-ROOF Base plate EPDM Standard M10

€ 25,95

78102711

KLE-ROOF Base plate EPDM Resitrix (MB) M10

€ 28,95

78102712

KLE-ROOF Base plate PVC M10

€ 25,95

78102713

KLE-ROOF Base plate TPO M10

€ 25,95

78102707

KLE-ROOF Aluminum plate for concrete roofs

€ 6,95

KLE-ROOF Strip
Characterics:
- QTY 100 pcs.

Mounting anchors for ballast-free mounting systems.
The KLE-ROOF mounting anchors are specially designed for waterproof
and ballast-free mounting systems for solar panels, ventilation units and
solar collectors on flat and slightly pitched roofs.
During the installation, the KLE-ROOF mounting anchors are mechanically
attached to the roof construction. As a result, no more ballast is needed.
This also means that roof functions such as draining water are retained
and shifting the systems, with the risk of damage to the roofing material,
is a thing of the past.
Benefits:
- Can be used on flat and sloping roofs.
- Pre-mounted cuff, choice of EPDM, PVC, Bitumen and TPO.
- Simple and quick assembly.
- 100% waterproof connection on any roofing.
- Prevents damage to the roof covering.
- Resistant to extremely high compressive and tensile forces.
- Applicable to almost all sub-constructions made of wood, metal and
concrete.
- Lightweight construction.
Sloping or flat on Bitumen, EPDM, PVC and TPO roofs.
Kleventa has developed the KLE-ROOF anchor for mounting solar panels
on both sloping and flat roofs. Often, obstacles are used that are ballasted
with tiles. This is a roof-unfriendly and expensive solution. The KLE-Roof
fastening system consists of a HDPE plate with 4 mounting holes. On
the HDPE plate is a HDPE water retainer attached with a stainless steel
threaded bush for M10. The mounting anchor can be provided with any
desired roof covering such as Bitumen, PVC, TPO, and EPDM.
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BITUMEN

Art. number:

Product details

Price:

78012770

KLE-ROOF Strip straight with 2 M10 knurled flanged nuts

€ 2,24

78012771

KLE-ROOF Strip with an 15 degrees angle with M10x25 bolt

€ 3,64

KLE-ROOF Flat roof socket
Characterics:		
- QTY 1 pcs.

EPDM

Art. number:

Product details

Price:

78012780

Front socket (for 15 degrees angle)

€ 15,95

78012782

Socket for Potret mode (for 15 degrees angle)

€ 24,95

78012784

Socket for Landscape mode (for 15 degrees angle)

€ 24,95

KLE-ROOF Deck screw stainless steel
Characterics:		
- QTY 5x40mm 200 pcs.
- QTY 5x60mm 250 pcs.
PVC

Art. number:

Product details

Price:

78012029

KLE-ROOF Spaanplaat schroef RVS 5x40 mm

€ 0,25

78012030

KLE-ROOF Spaanplaat schroef RVS 5x60 mm

€ 0,28

TPO

.: Kleventa-solar.com																					
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